The Build A Pair program is “meaningful for the moment”, but it’s significance is lost over time. We recommend you try the following...

- Ask the 6th graders (the year-after participants) join the fifth graders during a portion of the program
- Partner with the 5th graders in creating their faux tefillin
- They would bring in the faux tefillin they had built the previous year or real Tefillin if they have
- They would join in the WWW by creating their own sixth grade whole-class “wRap” song
- Have a Men’s Club member (or members) “invite” students and a parent, 1 per adult per week, to Sunday morning minyan to be taught to lay Tefillin by a knowledgable adult
- Watch the Educational Video (new in 2010) and have a Quiz Show Game with teams (Have a prize) about Tefillin facts (this to follow shortly)
- Send us your ideas - we will include them!